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Incredible images,  
quickly and easily! 

Artipic 2.2 Release Announcement 

November 10, 2014. The Artipic Team is happy to announce the release of Artipic 2.2! 

Artipic, a state-of-the-art image editing system providing a rich set of tools, filters and effects to quickly and 

easily edit and compose all kinds of photos and pictures and distribute them wherever you like, today 

announced the new release. 

Release 2.2 is designed to address specific areas of Artipic from an enhancement perspective: new image 

adjustments and filters, batch processing and overall product usability improvement. 

"We are pleased to announce this great advancement in Artipic,” says Daniel Werner, director of Artipic. 

“This new release is featuring a greater functionality and more intuitive user experience – thanks to the 

awesome feedback we received on our preceding release 2.1”. 

The list of major enhancements includes the following key capabilities introduced to the solution: 

 New filters such as High Pass Filter for sharpening images, Defuse Glow for applying artistic effects, 

Vignette for editing portraits. 

 New image adjustments such as Tint for giving pictures a stylish view, Photo Filters for emulating 

optical filters, Color Enhancer for adding richness and depth to pictures, Color Temperature for 

adjusting “warmness“ or “coldness“ of images. 

 Batch processor is significantly improved with such new functionality like a free angle image 

rotation or color/background manipulations. 

The list of enhancements doesn’t stop just there, many others were added, such as noise filter, red eyes 

reduction, colorize effect and many more. 

30-days free trial is available at our website. Have a try! 

 

 

 

About Artipic  

Artipic is a Swedish software development company providing modern image editing products. We are a 

team of specialists committed to developing innovative graphics software and transforming the market.  

Artipic AB  

Isafjordsgatan 39B  

16440 Kista  

Sweden  

www.artipic.com   

info@artipic.com  
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Major Enhancements 

1. Filters 

1.1 High pass filter 

High pass filter is a smart method of sharpening images. The reason this filter gives great results is because 

the edge areas are only affected. 

 

 

1.2 Diffuse glow 

Diffuse glow allows you applying an artistic glow effect to your photos: 
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1.3 Vignette 

Vignette effect is perfect for portraits: 

 

 

 

 

2. Image adjustments 

2.1 Photo filters 

You can apply a photo filter using a custom color of choosing one out of 20 standard filters: 
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2.2 Tint 

Our advanced tint functionality will allow you to make your photos a stylish view – no mater color or B&W 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Color enhancer 

This effect allows you adding richness and depth to your pictures: 
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2.4 Color temperature 

Your can adjust a color temperature of your picture in case it’s too “warm” or too “cold”: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Stylization module: non-destructive image editing 
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apply them to your pictures with just one click: 
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4. Batch processing extension 

The Batch Processing module is significantly improved with new functionality: 

Transformation allows you to rotate an image by a free angle, apply a shadow, set headings and other 

background parameters 

Color replacement allows you to cut-off (make transparent) a picture background or replace it with anther 

color 

 

Other enhancements 

Add noise filter. This filter helps you to make up images that are not perfectly obtained or scanned and 

seen full of pixels of many different colors. 

Red eyes reduction. This tool gives you a possibility to easily get rid of the red eyes effect. 

Colorize effect. This adjustment gives you an easy way to apply a color to your picture. 

Threshold effect. This adjustment creates a grey-scale outline based on the picture edges.  

Auto levels. This function extends the Levels adjustment and allows you to set the default levels of colors. 

Selection on mask. This functionality gives you a possibility to make a selection based on a mask. 
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Major defect resolution 

 Resampling algorithms are now available for all the image transformations. 

 “Open file” functionality for Windows XP and Windows Home Edition is fixed. 

 “Save as” functionality is simplified to use. 

 Exact crop size can be set up now. 

 Selections can be erased using Del button. 

 Keyboard shortcuts for “100%” and “Fit on screen” added. 

 Text level creation defects resolved. 

 Text antialiasing added.  

 New file window now considers image sizes from the clipboard. 

 Reordering effects in both Stylization panel and Batch panel works now. 

Major planned initiatives 

For the next coming release we plan the following functionality to be added: 

1. Auto Improvement  Module 

This module will improve you pictures by automatically adjusting the parameters that were not correctly 

set when taken. 

2. Dodge, Burn and Noise Brushes 

These brushes will allow you to easier make up your pictures adjusting particular parts of them.  

3. Healing: Patches and Object Removal 

Advanced healing functionality will extend the image manipulation capabilities: undesired objects of any 

size and shape can be removed from your pictures as if they have never been there.  

4. New filters and effects 

We keep on adding new effects and filters – for you to make your images a perfect share of your creativity 

and your own mind’s eye.   

5. Collage Module 

This module makes it possible to quickly produce combined images, also known as collages. The user can 

easily select a set of images and combine them in a collage using a predefined template.  

 


